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Introduction & Motivation

With an increasing amount of satellites launched into
space, massive amounts of overhead remote sensing
(RS) imagery is globally available.

In contrast, corresponding large-scale, manually an-
notated RS data is generally hard to come by and
require significant financial resources.
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Development of automatic labeling tools is promis-
ing, yet challenging. A key aspect is noise in auto-
mated labels, i.e., inaccurate labels
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In this work, we
1. introduce a novel rule-based automatic label generation

framework based on LiDAR data
2. illustrate the effectiveness of the automatically generated noisy

labels for semantic segmentation tasks

Automatic Label Generation

LiDAR: Light Detection And Ranging
– send laser pulse to an object to measure the time-of-flight, the

number of pulses, and light intensity of the light reflected

statistical feature extraction: 3D → 2D
– point cloud rasterization: slide a circle of radius 1.5 m across

the geo-location of interest
– calculate (local) statistics (min, max, mean, standard devia-

tion, etc.) of reflected laser pulse properties in radius
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– visualization of statistical features:
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Rule-based labeling process
– Denotations:

reflectance r count c elevation e

minimum r− c− e−

maximum r+ c+ e+

mean r̄ c̄ ē

standard deviation r∆ c∆ e∆

– label generating rules:
∗ Trees: the laser might get reflected multiple times (c∆ ≫ 0)

by branches and foliage at various elevation levels (e∆ ≫ 0)
as it penetrates a tree’s canopy

∗ Buildings: Rooftops reflect the laser pulse by a single return
and show little variation in elevation (e+ ≈ e−, e∆ ≈ 0)

∗ Roads: the minimum elevation is approx. 0 (e− ≈ 0) for
roads. Besides, the black surface of asphalt absorbs a major
portion of the laser pulse (r− ≈ 0).

– Implementation:

class
pseudo
(R,G,B)

binary classification formulas e

trees (c+, e∆, c∆) c+ > ⟨c+⟩ ∧ e∆ > ⟨e∆⟩ ∧ c∆ > ⟨c∆⟩
buildings (e−, e∆, e+) e− > ⟨e−⟩ ∧ e∆ < ⟨e∆⟩ ∧ e+ > ⟨e+⟩

roads (r−, r , e−) r− > 0.1 · r+ ∧ r < 0.6 · r+ ∧ e− < 0.1 · e+

– contrasting rule-based noisy labels vs. ground truth:

Noisy labels generated from LiDAR data
Building contours are well defined

Ground-truth labels from field survey
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Dataset

spatial & temporal coverage: New York City (NYC) in
2017
input data: multispectral orthophotos obtained from
National Agriculture Imaging Program (NAIP)
– 4 bands: near-infrared (NIR), red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
– spatial resolution: 1 meter

LiDAR data for noisy label generation: ∼ 10 points per
square meter
Ground-truth labels for evaluation: generated based on
geospatial surveys NYC cadastral information

Segmentation with Noisy Labels

Setting:
– network architecture: U-Net
– segmentation classes: trees, buildings, backgrounds
– training & testing data: 6,650 patches of 256×256 pixels in total

with 5,600 for training, and 1,050 patches for test
– loss function: Cross Entropy Loss + Dice loss
– optimization: Adam optimizer @ learning rate 1e-3

Quality of automatically generated noisy labelsa:

class trees buildings background Overall

IoU 0.49(1) 0.46(2) 0.70(1) 0.55(1)b

precision 0.60(1) 0.66(1) 0.93(1) 0.77(1)c

aUncertainty was estimated according to sets of 200 patches randomly picked
bmIoU: mean Intersection of Union
cOA: overall accuracy

Experimental results:

– model accuracy in units of Intersection-over-Union (IoU) train-
ing on noisy LiDAR labels:

IoU trees buildings background mIoU

noisy labels 0.49(1) 0.46(2) 0.70(1) 0.55(1)
final 0.50(1) 0.47(1) 0.70(0) 0.56(1)
best 0.55(1) 0.59(1) 0.71(1) 0.61(1)
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– Classification maps (samples):
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Conclusion & Perspective

The rule-based, automatic (noisy) label generation
framework bears potential for remote sensing image
processing in the context of weak supvervision.
training semantic segmentation with U-Net allows to
reduce label noise before overfitting
Perspective: design deep learning strategies to handle
label noise in Big Geo-Data
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